


and use. We disclaim all responsibility for any damage resulting
from improper use of our gate opener.
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Technical Data 



Please mind the moving gate and keep people away until the gate
is completely open or closed.

into the automation devices.

wear or damage to cables and mounting. Do not use if repair  
adjustment is necessary.

or 

Disconnect the power supply when cleaning or other maintenance
is being carried out.

Make sure the grounding is well connected before connecting 
the power supply.

For further safety, photocells and flashing light are recommended
to be installed together with the gate opener.

Power switch should be installed separately in order to 
case of emergency.

power off in
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2. Turn the force setting button 
    anti-clockwise to adjust the 
    force to a proper level, see 
    4-8 on Page 13.

6 13
1

    Turn the force setting button 
    clockwise to adjust the force 
    to a proper level, see 4-8 on 
    Page 13.

6 13
1

transmitter.

transmitter

Memorize the transmitter see 4-10  
on Page 14.

The gate can not 
open completely.

The user control the gate by 
predestrian access button in 
error.

Control the gate by pressing full 
opening/closing button,
full opening/closing button 
coding please see 4-10 on Page14.

The gate can not 
close completely.

The force setting is too weak. 
Turn the force setting button
clockwise to a proper level
see 4-8 on Page 13.

transmitter.

transmitter

transmitter

P

the

P

2. Memorize the transmitter see 4-10  
    on Page 14.

transmitter

s

7 Trouble Shooting、

I
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Administrator
打字机
(optional)

Administrator
打字机

Administrator
打字机

Administrator
打字机
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Transmitter

5 Technical Data、

Input power

Working voltage

Thermal protection
temperature

Working temperature

like photocells 

Max gate weight.

F-500M

1200KG

9m

330W

110~120V

1400rpm

11.58m/min

IP24



  
ON = More than one button in a transmitter can 
          be memorized 

4-9. Transmitter mode setting (Switch 1 on SW1)

1) Full closing/opening button coding:

4-10. Memorizing a new transmitter

Note:  1.By this setting the button is for full closing/opening only
2.By this setting pedestrain acccess function is invaild

  ,  .
        , .

SW1

SW1

 Press           for 2S and release, the DL5 LED will be on press the 
 desired button twice to control the sliding gate opener the Dl5 

LED will be off which indicates the button is memorized.

 ,

     ,

  ,

2) Pedestrian access button coding:

Press           for 2S and release, the DL5 LED will be on press
again the Dl5 LED will be flashing press the desired button twice
to control the sliding gate opener for pedestrian access the DL5 LED
will be off which indicates the button is memorized
( If you want to exit the coding  during the flashing of DL5
            LED press            again to make the DL5 LED turn off.)

 ,    

, ,   

 ,

  ,      .

:           

,         

Note

Note:  1. Max 16 transmitters can be memorized.
2. Transimtter working mode: OPEN-STOP-CLOSE      

Press          button for about 8S until the            LED turns off. 
( : If the procedure is performed correctly, pressing any control buttons

of any transmitters can not make the unit work

 

 
              .)
 

Note

4-11 Deleting all transmitters.   
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OFF = Only one button in a transmitter for full 
            closing/opening and/or one button for 
            pedestrain access can be memorized.

, also



ON = Travel limit switch normal close

OFF = Travel limit switch normal open

4-5. Travel limit switch NC/NO setting (Switch 4 on SW1)  

SW1

,
.

WARNING: If the closing direction is incorrect it may lead to serious injury 
                        or property damage

4-6. Closing direction setting (Switch 5 on SW1)  

 .

Note: If the setting is correct, during opening, the gate will stop when it meets 
any obstacles and during closing, the gate will reverse to open when  it  meets
any obstacles

Put the switch to ON OFF to 
select the correct closing direction

/  
    .

SW1

The time can be added up combinatorially and set from 0-70S
       

6=10S       
7=20S       
8=40S

4-7. Automatic closing time setting (Switch6, 7, 8 on SW1) 

Put all the switches to ON, the automatic closing 
time is 70S, put all the switches to OFF, the gate 
will not close automatically.

SW1

SW1

: If the force is set too weak, the gate can not work in normal, 
                        if the force is set too strong, it may lead to serious injury or 
                        property damage

WARNING  

.
 

4-8. Force setting

Turn it clockwise the force will become stronger.

Turn it anticlockwise the force will become weaker.

，  

，

Force

Force

Note: The default setting is OFF, do not change it if not necessary, otherwise 
           the unit can not work.
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(70S)

ON= Closing direction at right
OFF= Closing direction at left

Photocell

(0S)



Note: 1. During the travel limit learning the PCB will save the opening /closing ,

        
      2. If there is no limit switch bracket installed to stop the gate,  the gate 
                

time whichever is longer as the travel limit time .

(eg If the opening learning time is 15S, the closing learning time  
        is 20S, the PCB will save 20S as the travel limit time.)

.
 

is

will run for 2Mins and stop. The PCB will exit the programm automatically.
      3. During the learning, the DL6 LED will keep flashing until the learning  

                is finished.

4-3. Pedestrian access setting: ( Switch 2 on SW1)

When the gate is closed completely press the pedestrian access button on the
transmitter (see P14 / 4-10), the gate will open a 1.5 meter pedestrian access
and stop. But there is no pedestrian access for closing motion

,  
    

     .    
 

OFF No pedestrian access=   

ON With pedestrian access=   
SW1

ON With soft stop

OFF No soft stop  

=   

=                           

4-4. Soft stop setting Switch 3 on SW1)  (

The gate stops softly before the opening closing motion is almost finished.    /  

LV

LV

SW1

LV

Note: Soft stop length adjustment. LV button (  ) 

Turn it clockwise, the soft stop length will become longer. 

Turn it anticlockwise, the soft stop length will become shorter.

P

T

( : PNote

3-3 Rack installation

3-2 Essential tools



4-2. Travel limit learning 
Note： ,

.
If the travel limit learning is not applied the sliding gate opener 

            can not work normally

a) Start the learning when the gate is closed fully Press button            
     the DL6 LED will flash

 .

.  
           for 5S, 

ST

(Note The PCB will exit the programm automatically after 30S if there 
              is no further operation during the time DL6 LED keeps flashing.)

: 
,    

 
,

  
   .  

b) Press button        again the gate will open and stop for 1S when the switch 
    spring reaches the open limit switch bracket. Then the gate will reverse to 
    close automatically until the switch spring reaches the close limit switch 
    bracket. The travel limit learning is finished, and the PCB will save the

learning time

ST

4-1 Control board wiring diagram
3-4 Base plate installation

3-5 Motor fixing

Sliding gate

Rack
Base plate

Motor
Sliding gate
Limit switch bracket
Limit switch spring
Rack
Gear
Rolling wheel
Base plate

Track

ST

SW1

OFF

DL4 DL1

DL6 DL7

LV Force



It is recommended that the sliding gate opener must be
installed with photocell which can reduce the risks of body  injuiry 
or property damage

:  
 , 

. 

WARNING

Note 2: When the photocell sensors are wired correctly, the DL1 LED  
will be on,  the  DL1  LED  will  be  off  when  the  photocell  beam  is 
interrupted.

b. Photocell specification

3-3 Emergency release

Note 1: T

a. Wiring diagram

3-7 Photocell installation

3-6 Limit switch bracket installation

Rack

Adjusting screw

I

t

Max. distance

I

The photocell funtion is closed when set in the factory  and  the  terminals 
IR and IR GND has connected with a cable.   If  you  want  to  connect  the 
photocell please take out the cable and connect according to the photocell 
connection on P9.

ST

SW1

OFF

DL4 DL1

DL6 DL7

LV Force

-


